Darth Vader & Son / Vader's Little Princess Deluxe Box Set (includes Two Art Prints) (Star Wars)
Synopsis
Jeffrey Brown’s beloved reimagining of the Star Wars universe featuring Darth Vader as a devoted dad to young Luke and Leia has charmed and captivated fans of all ages, in books that have become galactic bestsellers and classics in their own right. This deluxe gift box set reproduces the first two books in the series in a large format “perfect for sharing with young Jedi” “that showcases Brown’s funny, colorful work. The slipcase edition also includes two unique, frameable art prints created just for this set as well as custom artwork for the slipcase box.
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Customer Reviews
I LOVE these books, and think the artwork looks even better in the larger format. I have also been sharing them with my nephews (4 and 7), and the larger format works even better in sharing with young Jedi. The lovely art prints and the slipcase are added bonuses.Counteracting the maddeningly unhelpful one star review below that vaguely (bafflingly) deems the books "age inappropriate," I’d like to point anyone interested in these to the reviews of the original editions, full of glowing testimony from adults and parents who share the books with their kids:* Darth Vader and Son (908 reviews, 4.5 stars as of posting) Darth Vader and Son* Vader’s Little Princess (672 reviews, 4.5 stars as of posting) Vader’s Little PrincessI’d also like to point out that both books won Eisner Awards as best comic humor titles for the years they were released. They’re fun, sweet, and full of love for Star Wars, the characters, and the funny moments between parents and kids.
I loved the original books and this set is an awesome gift option. The books are bigger than the originals and the cute art prints are fun to frame. I'm getting this for a couple who is expecting, but does not know the sex of their baby. I'll clarify that these aren't kids books, they were intended for adults from the perspective of parents. That being said "I didn't find anything" in the books that a would be inappropriate for a kid. Some of the humor will resonate for parents in a way that will go over the head of a kid, such as when Darth tells Luke "This isn't the toy you're looking for" when Luke is pining for a Jar Jar Binks doll. I mean, wouldn't most parents avoid bringing a Jar Jar doll into their home? :)

What would happen if Vader had to take care of Luke and Leia and run the Empire? Well we will know now in these to comic books starring Vader. Get into your X-Wing and prepare for witty Star Wars quotes.

I got these for my husband for Father’s Day. He loved them. They seem like a really fun way to get our child interested in reading. And the posters that came with this set are very cute!

A Father’s Day gift. My kids love them. Daddy had to read both twice to my son and daughter. Some stuff is more for adults/parents, but the kids love it because it’s Star Wars.

These books are absolutely adorable and totally relatable if you have children! I’ve given several as gifts to my Star Wars loving friends that are parents.

What’s not to love about Daddy Vadar and his parental adventures with Luke and Leia?
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